Spanish Summer Work

Spanish Summer work will include three separate sections. There is a Snapchat, Self-Recording and Written component.

All summer work is to be uploaded to the GoogleDrive (Spanish Summer Work) using the following format

First Name, Last Initial. Assignment Component Name

Luis, O. Snapchat
Luis, O. Self Recording
Luis, O. Written Script

SnapChat

Scholars will create “Snapchat” like videos to complete this portion of their summer work for Spanish.

You may use the app to add creative ideas but it is not required necessarily.

Scholars will create 3 short (10-30 second) videos narrating in Spanish what they are doing.

Scholars should record at these three locations: restaurant, outside and at home.

Start off each video saying hello and end each video saying good bye

In these videos narrate what you are doing, how you are feeling, what the weather is like and who is with you.

Self-Recording

Scholars will record a 1-2 minute video discussing in Spanish what a typical day in their summer is like

Scholars should talk about what time they usually wake up, what they usually eat, what their schedule is like, who do they spend their time with, what they usually wear, activities they’re participating in, how
they are feeling, and what they’re looking forward to learning in Spanish in the Fall when they return to school.

**Written Script**

Scholars will use their 1-2 minute Self Recording and write a script of what they said in the video.

This script should reflect everything the scholar spoke in the video.

Written scripts use both proper spelling and proper grammar.